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Abstract

Grasping novel objects is challenging because of incomplete object data
and because of uncertainties inherent in real world applications. To robustly
perform grasps on previously unseen objects, feedback from touch is essential.
In our research, we study how information from touch sensors can be used to
improve grasping novel objects. Since it is not trivial to extract relevant object
properties and deduce appropriate actions from touch sensing, we employ
machine learning techniques to learn suitable behaviors.

We have shown that grasp stability estimation based on touch can be
improved by including an approximate notion of object shape. Further we
have devised a method to guide local grasp adaptations based on our stability
estimation method. Grasp corrections are found by simulating tactile data
for grasps in the vicinity of the current grasp. We present several experiments
to demonstrate the applicability of our methods. The thesis is concluded by
discussing our results and suggesting potential topics for further research.
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Sammanfattning

Att greppa nya föremål är utmanande, både eftersom roboten inte har
fullständig information om objekten och på grund av den inneboende osäker-
heten i verkliga tillämpningar. Återkoppling från känselsensorer är viktigt för
att kunna greppa föremål som inte påträffats tidigare. I vår forskning så stu-
derar vi hur information från känselsensorer kan användas för att förbättra
greppandet av nya föremål. Eftersom det är svårt att extrahera relevanta egen-
skaper om föremål och härleda lämpliga åtgärder, baserat på känselsensorer,
så har vi använt maskininlärning för att lära roboten lämpliga beteenden.

Vi har visat att uppskattningar av stabiliteten av ett grepp baserat på
känselsensorer kan förbättras genom att även använda en grov approximation
av föremålets form. Vi har även konstruerat en metod som vägleder lokala
justeringar av grepp, baserat på vår metod som uppskattar stabiliteten av
ett grepp. Dess justeringar hittas genom att simulera känselsensordata för
grepp i närheten av det nuvarande greppet. Vi presenterar flera experiment
som demonstrerar tillämpbarheten av våra metoder. Avhandlingen avslutas
med en diskussion om våra resultat och förslag på möjliga ämnen för fortsatt
forskning.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Robotic Grasping is about enabling robots to pick up, handle or interact with ob-
jects. Grasping capabilities are important in a large number of robotic applications.
Therefore it is essential to develop robust robotic grasping capabilities to be able
to create autonomous robots that can help humans with a wide variety of tasks.

The typical scenario in robotic grasping is a robot faced with an object on a
table. The objective of the robot is to pick up the object. A classical approach often
consists of four steps, sensing, representation, planning and execution. The robot
starts by sensing the environment and thereafter builds an internal representation
of the information in a usable format. For example some representation of the
location and shape of the object. The next step is to calculate a plan for how to
approach and grasp the object. This includes finding a suitable position on the
object to grasp and calculating trajectories. Finally the plan is executed and the
robot attempts to grasp the object. Robots have often executed the plans blindly
(1; 2), but lately it has become increasingly popular to use sensor feedback to track
the progress during the execution phase. The typical grasp procedure is shown in
figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: A grasping procedure often starts by using sensors to get information
about the object to be grasped. Then an internal representation is built from
the sensor data and a grasp is planned. Finally the robot executes the plan and
attempts to grasp the object.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

A truly flexible and adaptable grasping system needs to be able to handle novel
objects. A novel object is one that the robot sees for the first time, one for which
the robot has no 3D shape model and no previous grasping experience.

The main challenge for a robot grasping novel, real-world objects is to be able
to handle noisy and incomplete information. Typically the robot will not have
any prior information about the object and limited and noisy sensor capabilities,
making grasp planning difficult and the resulting grasp unreliable. The imperfect
information used for grasp planning creates a need for sensory feedback to achieve
and verify successful grasps.

Here touch sensing plays an important role. It has been shown that touch
sensing is crucial in human grasping (3) and during the last decades the robotics
community has also equipped robots with artificial touch sensing and demonstrated
the usefulness of touch sensing for robotic grasping (4; 5; 6; 7).

In this thesis we present methods to evaluate and correct grasps on novel objects
based on tactile sensing.

We use a 3D camera to get one image to base our initial grasp plan on. Because
the visual data provided by the robot’s camera show only one side of the object, the
robot must put at least one finger on a surface that it cannot see. This makes the
grasping plan relatively uncertain and increases the need of tactile feedback. By
comparing the tactile data gathered upon contact with tactile impressions gathered
during previous successful and unsuccessful grasp trials, it is possible to assess the
probability of success and modify the plan if necessary.

The main objective is to answer the following questions:

• Can we, when using tactile and proprioceptive data to predict if a
grasp on a novel object is successful, use some notion of shape for
the grasped object to improve the prediction?

• Can grasp adaptations that yield successful grasps for novel objects
be found based on tactile and proprioceptive data?

To address the first question I developed a method to estimate the stability of
grasps on novel objects based on tactile and proprioceptive data. This method can
be used with or without the use of an abstract notion of shape extracted by the
planner.

The second question has been addressed by developing a method to adapt grasps
based on the tactile and proprioceptive measurements of the current grasp. This
method depends on the stability estimation method mentioned above and finds
grasp adaptations by simulating new grasps in the vicinity of the current grasping
point.

Together with the planner presented in 2.5, these methods can be used to plan,
execute and adapt grasps on novel objects until a successful grasp is found.
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1.1 Outline of Thesis

We start chapter 2 by giving some relevant background. Then we explain more
about the planner and the used notion of shape in section 2.5 and give a presentation
of other related work in section 2.6.

We talk about our stability estimation method in section 3.2 and our grasp
adaption method in section 3.3. The experimental setup and our results are pre-
sented in chapter 4. A summary of the thesis is provided in chapter 5 together with
our conclusions and some suggestions for future research possibilities.

1.2 Publications

1. E. Hyttinen, D. Kragic, and R. Detry, “Learning the tactile signatures of
prototypical object parts for robust part-based grasping of novel objects,” in
IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation, 2015

2. E. Hyttinen, D. Kragic, and R. Detry, “Adaptive grasping using tactile sens-
ing,” arXiv preprint arXiv:1704.02603, 2017

Content of the publications and author’s contributions
Publication 1 presents a method to estimate the grasp stability on novel objects
based on tactile sensor data. We also demonstrate the use of shape information to
improve the performance of tactile based stability classification. Renaud Detry is
responsible for the idea leading to this paper. All other work presented was done
by the present author, under the supervision of Renaud Detry and Danica Kragic.

Publication 2 proposes a way to predict tactile data in the vicinity of a grasp
and demonstrates how this can be used to adapt unstable grasps to achieve stable
grasps. This work was done by the present author, under the supervision of Renaud
Detry and Danica Kragic.





Chapter 2

Background

The goal in robotic grasping is to enable robots to pick up and handle objects. The
robot is usually equipped with some sensors to perceive the environment and an
actuator which is used to interact with objects. The challenges in robotic grasping
vary significantly depending on which sensors and actuators are used.

A common approach in robotics is to first sense your environment, then calcu-
late a plan which is executed without feedback (1; 2). A more robust approach is to
continuously sense your environment and adapt your actions accordingly. Contin-
uously making decisions during grasp execution based on live sensor measurements
is called reactive grasping.

Besides the information acquired through sensors, the robot may also be pro-
vided with additional knowledge. Bohg et al (10) divide robotic grasping into three
categories based on the additional object information available to the robot a pri-
ori: known objects, familiar objects and unknown objects. These categories are
explained in section 2.1. In sections 2.2 and 2.3 different choices of sensors and ac-
tuators will be discussed. Some common methods and algorithms will be explained
in section 2.4. This chapter will be concluded with presentation of the planner used
in this thesis in section 2.5 and a discussion about other related work in section 2.6.

2.1 Object categories

Known objects

A typical scenario in robotic grasping is that the robot has a database containing
all potential objects, including their shape, appearance and instructions about how
to grasp them. The main sensor is often a camera which is used to identify and
locate objects to be grasped. Then the robot only needs to execute the instructions
found in the database. This setup has often been seen in research and this problem
is now considered solved for many scenarios.

5



6 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

Familiar objects
Here the robot has a database containing some objects, but it does not include the
object to be grasped. This approach assumes that a new object can be considered
to be somewhat similar to some object in the database. Similarity can be defined on
different levels. Low-level similarity usually includes some local features, e.g. shape,
color or texture. High-level similarity can be defined based on semantic labels and
might consist of a set of low-level features. The main challenge is usually to find an
object representation and a similarity measure that enables the transfer of grasp
experience from the database. The scenarios considered in this thesis belong to this
category. We use some low-level shape features to match object parts to a database.
We assume that some part of the encountered object is somewhat similar to some
object part in our dataset.

Unknown objects
This is the scenario where the robot does not have any database with object infor-
mation or grasp experience. In this scenario the robot needs to use sensor measure-
ments to devise a grasping strategy without any additional information about the
object to be grasped. It is a significantly harder problem than the problem with
known objects and it remains an open research topic.

2.2 Actuators

The typical actuator in robotic grasping consists of an end-effector mounted at
the end of a robotic arm. The arm’s main purpose is to move the end-effector to
suitable positions and the end-effector’s purpose is to interact with objects or the
environment. In robotic grasping the end-effector is usually a gripper. In many
other applications, especially in industry, you will often see similar setups, but with
the hand replaced with some other tool. Since this thesis is in the field of grasping
no other end effectors will be discussed.

Grippers
Grippers are hand-like tools with two or more fingers. Grippers with three or
more fingers are commonly referred to as multi-fingered grippers or robotic hands.
Robotic hands are more flexible, but are also more complex to control, than two-
fingered grippers. Although two-fingered grippers are still the most commonly used
grippers in industry, current research often uses robotic hands instead. There are
mainly two reasons for this: because robotic hands can perform more complicated
tasks and because the same hand can perform a large variety of tasks without any
need to reconfigure hardware.

The fingers on robotic hands typically have 1-3 joints. It is however common
for the finger joints to be jointly controlled. E.g so all joints in the finger close or
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Figure 2.1: Robotiq 3-fingered Adaptive Gripper.

opens simultanously. This might seem like an unnecessary reduction of the amount
of flexibility of the hand, but is often done to enable smaller hands by reducing
the number of motors needed. This reduces the degrees of freedom to control, thus
making it easier to efficiently control the hand. This has enabled hands with many
fingers and joints, which give good compliance, but are still easy to control. Hands
that have more degrees of freedom than they can control are called underactuated.

In the work in this thesis I have used the 3-fingered Adaptive Gripper from
Robotiq, shown in figure 2.1. It is an underactuated hand with three fingers with
three joints each. We can only control a general opening or closing motion for each
finger. The fingers have a built-in mechanical compliance which determinates the
individual motion of each joint. In general each joint continues to move until a
certain reaction force is sensed in the joint. This reaction force arises when we have
an external contact somewhere further out on the finger.

Arms
In robotic grasping the robotic arm has one main function, to bring the hand to
the right position along a suitable trajectory. This movement is often subject to
some constraints, most commonly spacial constraints imposed to avoid collisions.
In response to this many robotic arms are redundant. This mean that they can use
several different configurations to achieve the same 6 dimensional hand position.

In my research I have used the UR5 from Universal robots, shown in figure 2.2.

2.3 Sensors

One of the main problems with automated robotic grasping is the need for good
sensor capabilities. The robot can not reason about what actions to take if it does
not know about the state of its surroundings. A multitude of different sensors exists
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Figure 2.2: The UR5 from Universal robots.

to enable robot systems to perceive the world. The most commonly used sensors
in grasping are presented below.

Cameras
Cameras have been used to provide vision for robots for decades, most commonly
to map the environment and to identify and locate objects. During the last decade,
3D cameras have also become widespread in robotics. The information from 3D
cameras is very useful in many robotic applications. In grasping 3D cameras can
be used to get information about both the environment, such as the location of
obstacles, and about the shape and location of objects.

Cameras can be used for continuous feedback during the execution of a task,
such as tracking during the application of a grasp. The usefulness of cameras during
grasp execution is often limited by occlusion, meaning that the cameras view often
gets blocked, either by some objects or by the robotic system that performs the
grasp. In addition to this some of the most important properties during grasping
is the properties of the contact between the object and the hand, most of these
properties can not be reliably determined based on vision.

It is also easily proven that active feedback from vision is not necessary for
efficient and reliable grasping. Just try to grasp some object near you with your
eyes closed.

To conclude, vision is very useful for assessing the environment and planning
grasps, but it is less useful as active feedback during grasp execution.
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Figure 2.3: Robotiq’s tactile sensors are shown in the left image and the Takktile
kit is shown in the right image.

Proprioceptive Sensors
Proprioception is the ability to sense the position, location, orientation or movement
of the body and its parts. Proprioceptive sensors used in grasping are typically
located in the joints of the hand and arm. These sensors measure the current
configuration of the joints and often also the force the joint currently experience.

The 3-fingered Adaptive Gripper from Robotiq used in my work provides four
proprioceptive measurements. More about this is explained in section 3.4.

Tactile Sensors
Tactile sensors are sensors that are mounted on a surface and measures pressure.
Tactile sensors are used in many applications, for example touch screens. In robotic
grasping tactile sensors are most commonly located on the inside of the fingers and
on the palm of the hand. The tactile sensors are used to measure contact forces
and mimic the sense of touch we humans possess.

The sense of touch has been proven to be vital in human grasping (3).
Tactile sensing is very useful as active feedback during grasp execution, espe-

cially when in uncertain environments where adaptability is needed.
In this work I have been using two different kinds of tactile sensors, Robotiq’s

tactile sensors and the TakkTile Kit for Robotiq Adaptive Gripper from TakkTile,
both sets of sensors are shown in figure 2.3. Information about the data provided
by the tactile sensors is presented in section 3.4.

2.4 Processing

The decision-making process in robotic grasping is complex. With most modern
robotic hands and arms there is practically a limitless number of actions that can
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be performed. An automated grasping system needs to be able to answer a few
questions: What should I grasp? How should I try to grasp it? Which position do
I need to move the hand to? How can I make sure I avoid collisions while moving
there? How should the hand act to maximize success?

In the case of reactive grasping it must also figure out when something is not
proceeding as planned and what to do when some issue is discovered.

To help the robot answer these questions it can use all the data collected by its
sensors. This problem can be seen as a problem of mapping input to output, where
the inputs are very high dimensional sensor data and the outputs ultimately are
motor commands that together form a suitable behavior.

We want the robot to be able to interpret all the sensor readings, reason about
the environment and the consequences of different actions and choose a suitable
behavior. In reactive grasping we also want the robot to continuously reevaluate
its behavior based on the constant stream of new sensor readings and to change its
behavior when appropriate. A system like this, that automatically tries to make
complex intelligent decisions, is a good example of embodied artificial intelligence.

Machine Learning
One branch of artificial intelligence is machine learning, whose core principle is the
idea of learning from experience. In machine learning an action is not chosen based
on analytic calculations, but instead based on experience relating that action to
successful results in similar situations in the past. This is similar to how human
brains work.

Machine learning can be divided into three categories: supervised learning, un-
supervised learning and reinforcement learning. In supervised learning the machine
is provided with example input data and corresponding outputs, and the goal is to
learn a general mapping from inputs to outputs. In my work I used a supervised
learning algorithm called kernel logistic regression, which I explain in section 3.2. In
unsupervised learning the machine is only provided with inputs, no related output
variables. The objective here is to find some structure in the data. For example,
clustering data into subgroups or finding unusual data points. In reinforcement
learning a program interacts with a dynamic environment. The program learns
how to behave based on positive and negative feedback. A typical reinforcement
learning task is to learn how to play some game.

Supervised Learning in Robotics
The sensors used in robotics often provide high dimensional data. The number of
data samples needed by a supervised learning model to learn a suitable mapping
increases with the dimensionality of the input space. One major weakness of su-
pervised learning in robotics is that it is very time consuming to collect a large
amount of examples with a physical robot. One way around this can be to collect
data through simulations (11). In grasping however, examples generated through
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simulations have been shown to generalize poorly to the real world (12; 13). In
many grasping applications it is therefore often preferable to use a smaller set of
real world data instead of a larger set of simulated data.

In these applications a large amount of preprocessing, feature selection and
dimensionality reduction often has to be carried out to ensure that a suitable ratio
between input space dimensionality and sample size is obtained. Information about
how we processed our data and which features we used is presented in section 3.4.

Evaluation of Supervised learning models

When choosing a supervised learning model, care has to be taken to avoid under-
fitting or overfitting. Underfitting occurs when the chosen model is too simple to
capture the relationship between the input and the output. An underfitted model
performs poorly even when tested on the training data. Overfitting occurs when
the chosen model is too complex. If the model is too complex it can perform well
on the training data, but it might generalize poorly to new data.

To avoid overfitting the performance of a supervised learning model is therefore
often evaluated by the model’s performance on a test set. The test set should
consist of new data in the same format as the training set. It is very important
that the model has not seen the data in the test set during the training process. If
the performance on the test set is significantly worse than the model’s performance
on the training set then the model probably suffers from overfitting. If a model
that uses arbitrarily complex decision boundaries is used, overfitting can be avoided
by utilizing regularization. Regularization penalizes complex decision boundaries
and thereby creates a trade-off during the training phase, between simpler decision
boundaries and better performance on the training set.

If the available data set is limited, a trade-off has to be made between using a
larger portion of the data set for training and keeping more data for testing. Cross-
validation is a method used to increase the amount of data to be used as training
data, while still being able to test on a large amount of data. The idea is to split
all the available data into a number of subsets. The model is then trained on all
but one subset and the subset not used for training is used as test set. Then the set
to be left as test set is changed and the model is trained and tested with another
training and test set. For example if 10-fold cross-validation is used, the set is split
into 10 subsets. The model is then tested on each of these 10 sets, one by one. For
each subset the model is trained using the other 9 subsets as training data before
testing on the current subset.

In applications such as robotic grasping, where it is very time-consuming to
gather data, cross-validation is useful since it allows thorough testing without set-
ting aside a large portion of the available data as dedicated test data.
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Figure 2.4: The three prototypes used in our experiments. The figure also shows
the gripper poses associated with the prototypes. For clarity, the gripper shown
here has a simplified shape, it is not representative of the gripper used in our
experiments.

Figure 2.5: Planning a grasp onto a new object: The planner fits the prototypes
to the known part of the object’s shape. The gripper is then brought to the pose
given by the best-fitting prototype where the hand is closed around the object.

2.5 Part-based Grasp Planning

Planning a grasp on a novel object seen from a single viewpoint is a difficult task,
since the hand will have to establish contact on some part of the object that has not
been seen. We address this by using the planner presented by Detry et al. in (14).
They construct a dictionary of grasping prototypes (also referred to as templates
in the literature) that encode both the shape of an object part in the vicinity of
the grasping point and how to grasp it. The prototypes are learned from grasps
demonstrated to the robot via teleoperation. Three shape prototypes are used by
the planner, they are illustrated in figure 2.4.

A new grasp is planned by fitting the shapes of the prototypes to a partial 3D
view of an object and selecting the best-fitting prototype. The grasp parameters
encoded in the chosen prototype are used to execute the grasp. This way the robot
implicitly postulates the shape of some of the object’s faces that are not directly
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observable, allowing it suggest a workable multi-finger grasp. Figure 2.5 illustrates
the planner in action: The planner tries to fit all of the prototypes to the known
part of the object’s shape. The best-fitting prototype provides the robot with a
gripper pose. The robot moves its hand to the suggested pose and then closes the
fingers until contact is detected. For further information on the planner and how
it is trained, we refer the reader to the work of Detry et al. (14).

2.6 Related Work

During the last decade tactile sensors have been used extensively in robotic grasping
research. Tactile sensing has been used to estimate different object parameters
useful for grasping, such as object position (15) and shape (16; 17; 18; 19). Other
applications include tactile exploration (20; 21; 22; 19), surface classification (23;
24), object recognition (22; 19; 25; 26; 27; 28) and slippage detection (29; 30; 31).

In (32), Shimonomura et al. demonstrated an optical sensing device that pro-
vides both tactile and proximity information. The applicability of the device was
shown through an experiment where the sensors guide the hand during a grasping
task. After lifting up the object, the tactile sensing modality is used to prevent
slippage.

Cramphorn et al. (33) examined tactile manipulation through the task of using a
tactile fingertip to roll a cylinder. In (34), Hoof et al. used autoencoders to extract
a low dimensional representation from high dimensional data. A reinforcement
learning scheme could then be used to learn suitable behaviors for different tasks.
Two tasks were demonstrated by the authors: A simulated toy task consisting of
swinging up and balancing a pendulum and a task consisting of balancing and
guiding a rod to a goal position with a robotic finger, based on tactile sensor data.
Molchanov et al. (35) used tactile sensors to detect and localize contacts between
a grasped object and the environment.

In (19), Sommer et al. demonstrated a way to find grasps on unknown objects
through tactile exploration. They used a set of objects with associated point clouds
and grasp strategies. Their method identifies an object through tactile exploration
and then applies the corresponding predefined grasp. They used a two-armed robot
and one of the hands was used to hold the object during the exploration, which
helped prevent object perturbations.

Tactile sensory feedback has also been used both to estimate grasp stability
(6; 28; 36; 37; 38; 39; 40; 41) and to find corrective actions to improve grasps
(38; 42; 43; 44; 41).

Bekiroglu et al. (36) classified the stability of a grasp based on joint angles,
tactile feedback and visual feedback. This work was however limited to known
objects with known positions.

Dang et al. (37) estimated grasp stability by using the 3D locations of object-
hand contacts. In (42; 43) they extended their work to include finding corrections
for unstable grasps based on tactile data. They found corrective actions by com-
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paring the contact locations of the current grasp to grasps in a tactile experience
database. The stability of grasps in the database is evaluated based on common
quality measures (45), the epsilon quality ε and the volume quality v, achieved
in simulation. Simulated quality measures are however not accurate measures of
grasp stability in reality, (12; 13). They also implemented corrective actions based
on local tactile exploration. This approach also relied on the same quality measures
achieved in simulation.

Miao et al. (38) proposed an approach similar to that of Dang et al. (43), but
they based their stability estimation on other tactile features and applied different
corrections. They synthesized grasp corrections by comparing the current data
to similar data in a database consisting of only stable real-world grasps. Their
approach is therefore not affected by the errors associated with simulations. But
the adjustments they apply are limited, they only adjust the stiffness of the fingers
and/or slightly move a finger. These limitations repeatedly prevented them from
finding any valid correction.

In (46), Nikandrova et al. presented a method to estimate grasp stability and
apply corrections iteratively. They represented the uncertainties in object attributes
through a probabilistic framework. After applying a grasp the object attributes
where updated and the stability of the grasp estimated. If the grasp was deemed
unstable a new grasp was planned to either maximize the predicted stability or the
predicted information gain. They did not use tactile sensors, only proprioceptive
sensors, and the only object attributes that were considered uncertain was the
object position.

Madry et al. (28) proposed a new descriptor called Spatio-Temporal Hierarchical
Matching Pursuit (ST-HMP). It uses the Hierarchical Matching Pursuit (HMP)
algorithm introduced by Bo et al. (47). HMP is a unsupervised hierarchical feature
learning algorithm implemented using sparse codes. HMP learns a dictionary of
code words to create a dense representation of high dimension data. Madry et
al. (28) introduced a way to use HMP on time series of tactile data to achieve an
efficient representation of sensor data, for use in grasping tasks. They demonstrated
their descriptor on two tasks carried out on several different data sets. The tasks
were object recognition and grasp stability prediction. They showed that their
descriptor performs better than several other approaches. Their grasp stability
classifier was however only tested on known objects.

Chebotar et al. (41) used reinforcement learning to teach a robot how to regrasp
objects. They used time series of tactile data represented with ST-HMP to imple-
ment a grasp stability estimator in the same fashion as Madry et al. (28). This
grasp stability estimator was then utilized to learn a regrasping behavior through
reinforcement learning. The applicability of the regrasping behavior was demon-
strated on two objects, a cylindrical object used to learn the behavior, and a new,
but similar object.

Wan et al. (39) used support vector machines to predict success for repeated
grasps on a single object. They achieved a 90% correct classification rate. They
discussed the intrinsic variability in real world grasping tasks and argued that tactile
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sensor data might not be unequivocal enough to allow a learning algorithm to ever
achieve a 100% correct classification rate based on tactile data.

In (48), Bekiroglu et al. learned a probabilistic model of the relationships be-
tween grasp related features using both successful and unsuccessful grasps. They
used a joint representation consisting of both tactile data, a 7-dimensional ob-
ject relative gripper pose, object identity and gripper orientation. Their model is
demonstrated on several different tasks; object recognition, estimating tactile im-
prints, and correcting grasps. They correct grasps by using their model to find a
relation between the current grasp and a nearby configuration corresponding to a
successful grasp. Their model successfully corrects 73% of unstable grasps on a test
set consisting of previously unseen objects.

Krug et al. (40) showed an analytic way of predicting grasp success. They
investigated how well analytic grasp success prediction works if tactile data is used.
A reasoning based on wrench space quality metrics is used to classify grasps, and
they demonstrated a performance similar to that of methods based on learning
techniques.





Chapter 3

Method

In this thesis we consider a scenario where the robot encounters a previously un-
seen object. The planner presented in section 2.5 is used to plan and execute a
grasp. After the fingers have closed around the object, tactile and proprioceptive
measurements are recorded, as depicted in figure 3.1. The goal in this scenario is
to use the tactile and proprioceptive data to assess and improve the current grasp.
Let me reiterate the two main questions I investigate in this thesis.

• Can we, when using tactile and proprioceptive data to predict if a
grasp on a novel object is successful, use some notion of shape for
the grasped object to improve the prediction?

• Can grasp adaptations that yield successful grasps for novel objects
be found based on tactile and proprioceptive data?

Figure 3.1: We consider the following scenario: The robot sees a new object and
plans a grasp. The gripper is brought to the pose given by the best-fitting prototype.
Lastly the sensors in the hand are read. The rightmost image is a visualization of
the tactile data, more about the tactile data can be found in section 3.4.

17
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Throughout this thesis the only information available to the robot about the
object to be grasped is one 3d image taken before it plans the initial grasp and
tactile and proprioceptive sensor measurements gathered during grasp execution.
All predictions have to be made without lifting up or moving the objects. The
objects are only allowed to be lifted after the current grasp has already been deemed
stable.

In section 3.1 I show a list of the notation used throughout this thesis. Then
the stability estimation method developed to address the first question is presented
in section 3.2. Thereafter, the grasp adaption method developed to address the
second question is presented in section 3.3. Section 3.4 details how the raw data
from sensors is processed and section 3.5 contains a short summary of this chapter.

3.1 List of Notation
c Constant
C Classifier
d Dimensionality of x
K Gram matrix
` Proprioceptive value
L Vector of proprioceptive values
t Tactile value
T Vector of tactile values
v Weight vector
x Vector of tactile and proprioceptive values
X Random vector
y Binary label
Z Dataset of x’s and y’s
α Action
A Set of actions
θ Threshold
K Kernel function
µ Expected value
ρ Prototype
σ Variance
Σ Covariance matrix

3.2 Stability Estimation Method

The purpose of the stability estimation method is to predict the probability of
success of a grasp prior to lifting up the object. The information that is used
to make this prediction consists of (1) one tactile reading collected upon contact
with the object by the sensors placed on the inner sides of the fingers, (2) the
hand’s configuration (joint angles) once fully closed around the object, and (3) a
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characterization of the 3D shape of the object in the vicinity of the grasping point.
The characterization of the object’s shape emerges from the algorithm that plans
where to grasp the object.

The planner clusters objects into different groups depending on the perceived
shape of the objects. Each of these groups can be represented by a prototypical
shape generated from the members of the group. These prototypes represents the
notion of shape used by my stability estimation method. The prototypes are utilized
by learning a separate model for each prototype. In this way, we model the object-
gripper contacts that lead to a stable or unstable grasp given what we are expecting
to be grasping, e.g., a box-like object, or a cylinder-like object. When grasping a
novel object, the stability estimation method will check which prototype was used
by the planner and use the corresponding model to predict the success of the grasp.
More information about the planner and the prototypes can be found in section
2.5.

To be able to evaluate the impact of the use of shape information for estimation
performance we also implement a model trained on all available training data.

Learning Prototypical Tactile Signatures

To allow the robot to assess grasps, it should ultimately be able to identify stability
cues within certain tactile or proprioceptive data. For instance, a fully closed finger,
or a finger that reports no contact at all, probably indicates that the grasp will not
work as intended. Conversely, regular contacts on all fingers are a good indicator
of success. It would be a tedious task to define such rules by hand and because of
the high dimensionality of the data from tactile sensors, such rules could be very
complex, and they would have to be redone each time a new prototype is created.
Therefore, we instead let the robot learn success probabilities from experience.

We collected a dataset by executing several grasps with each prototype onto
objects of different sizes and shapes. We then trained one model for each prototype
ρ, by using the data generated by grasps planned onto novel objects via ρ. When
grasping a novel object, the probability of success of the grasp is computed by
confronting the tactile and proprioceptive data read from the hand to the stability
model of the prototype that was used for planning the grasp.

Given the nature of tactile and proprioceptive information, we choose to use
kernel logistic regression (KLR) for estimating grasp stability. Regression is a
process to estimate the relationship between a dependent variable and one or more
independent variables. Many common regression models are parametric, which
means that the regression model is defined as some function with a number of
unknown parameters, that are estimated from the training data. One example of
such a model is linear regression, which uses a linear function to map the input
variables to the output.

The probability of a binary variable taking one outcome or the other can be
modeled via logistic regression. Logistic regression is a linear model that essentially
plugs a linear regression model into the logistic function f(z) = 1

1+e−z , which grows
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smoothly from 0 to 1 as its argument varies from minus infinity to infinity, to
produce a model whose values are bounded to the interval [0, 1]. KLR can be used
in applications such as ours, where a linear mapping is not suitable. KLR trades
the linear regression model of logistic regression for a nonlinear kernel regression
model.

Let us denote the dataset collected with one of the grasp prototypes by

Z = {(xi, yi)}i=1,...,n (3.1)

where each pair (xi, yi) is composed of tactile and proprioceptive sensor mea-
surements xi ∈ Rd (defined in Section 3.4 below), and a binary stability label
yi ∈ {stable, unstable}. KLR models the stability probability of a grasp charac-
terized by sensor readings x with the help of a weighted sum of the similarities
between x and each vector in the training dataset Z. The weights associated to
stable grasps will generally be positive, while those associated to unstable grasps
will be negative. Hence, if x resembles percepts of Z that lead to stable grasps, its
probability of stability will be high.

Formally, we modeled the probability of grasp stability as

p(y = stable|x; v) = 1
1 + exp {−

∑n
i=1 viK(x, xi)}

(3.2)

where p(y = stable|x) is the probability of success of a grasp characterized by the
sensor readings x, K is a kernel function that models the similarity between two
sensor readings, and v is a weight vector. v is chosen to maximize the regularized
output probability of the training dataset

−
n∑
i=1

log p(yi|xi; v) + c trace(vKvT ) (3.3)

where K is the kernel Gram matrix, with Kij = K(xi, xj), and c is a constant. This
problem can be solved, e.g., with Newton’s method. For more details, we refer the
reader to the work of Yamada et al. (49).

We train one KLR model per prototype. The probability of success of a grasp
x planned with prototype ρ is modeled with

p(y = stable|x, ρ) = pρ(y = stable|x). (3.4)

A reference model is constructed in the same manner by using all available
training data instead of just the data corresponding to one prototype. This model
can we written as

pall(y = stable|x). (3.5)
These models are sometimes used as classifiers by using the threshold θ = 0.5

and classifying samples as stable or unstable according to

y =
{
stable p(y = stable) > θ

unstable p(y = stable) ≯ θ
(3.6)
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Grasp stable

Figure 3.2: The top left image shows the initial grasp on a drill together with the
sensed tactile data. Our stability estimation module predicts 38% probability of
grasp success. Since the estimated stability is less than 50% we predict the outcome
of our available actions, here shown with arrows. The action that has the highest
probability of leading to a successful grasp, marked with a red arrow in the figure,
is executed. The new grasp that follows after the action has been executed is shown
in the top right image. The estimated probability is however still less than 50%
so another action is chosen. After the second action is executed we get the grasp
shown in the lower left image. Now the stability estimation module gives 54%
probability of grasp success, which is above our threshold, so the object is finally
lifted up and the actual grasp success is recorded. In this case the final grasp was
successful, as shown in the lower right image.

3.3 Grasp adaption

To physically execute dozens of grasps on the object in search of a successful grasp
is both time consuming and risks perturbing the object. Our solution reduces the
need for physical exploration by using tactile data to simulate grasps in the vicinity
of the current grasp. This way, successful grasps can often be found through only
one corrective movement.
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Figure 3.3: We consider four different actions, here illustrated with red arrows, two
translations along the hands approach axis and two translations along the axis that
is perpendicular to both the hand’s approach axis and to the tactile pads’ normal
axes.

This is done by combining our stability estimation method presented above with
a grasp adaption process. The stability estimation method is used to estimate the
grasp stability and the grasp adaption method is used to find and apply actions that
increase the probability of success. Our solution uses these two methods iteratively
until either a successful grasp is found or no corrective actions that improve grasp
stability can be found. This is illustrated in figure 3.2.

If our grasp stability method informs us that the current grasp is unstable, we
want to find an action α that leads to a stable grasp. Since we have an underactu-
ated hand that does not allow individual control of the finger joints we choose to
only consider actions consisting of translations of the whole hand. The translations
we used are defined in the hand’s coordinate system and are either 11 mm along
the hand’s approach axis or 8mm along the axis that is perpendicular to both the
hand’s approach axis and to the tactile pads’ normal axes, see figure 3.3. The set
consisting of these four corrective actions is denoted by A.
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Now the problem of finding a suitable grasp adaption is reduced to the problem
of estimating which action α in our set A has the highest probability of leading to
a stable grasp

argmax
α

p(yn+1 = stable|xn, α) (3.7)

where yn+1 is a binary stability label y ∈ {stable, unstable} representing the grasp
stability after α has been applied and xn is a feature vector containing the current
tactile and proprioceptive reading.

We address this by first predicting how each action α maps our current tactile
reading xn into a new tactile reading xn+1. This new tactile reading xn+1 corre-
sponds to the tactile reading we expect from the new grasp we would get if the
robot performed an action α.

Finding a single reliable prediction xn+1 = f(xn, α) is however unlikely given the
large uncertainty inherent in the problem. Instead we find a probability distribution
that represents both the expected values and the estimated uncertainty for possible
tactile readings xn+1. The probability density function of Xn+1 can then be written
as

fXn+1(xn+1) = g(xn, α), (3.8)

where g is some function of xn and α. How this probability density function is
calculated is explained at the end of this section.

Given the predicted tactile data we can then predict the outcome of an action
as some function h of the probability density function fXn+1(xn+1).

p(yn+1 = stable|xn, α) = h(fXn+1(xn+1)) (3.9)

To be able to calculate this we first sample from fXn+1(xn+1) to acquire a set of
tactile readings xi,α, i = 1, 2, ...,m. This discretization allows us to use our stability
estimation module to predict the grasp stability for each of these samples xi,α. We
estimate the grasp stability for xn+1 as the average grasp stability for all samples
xi,α:

h(fXn+1(xn+1)) = 1
m

m∑
i=1

p(yn+1 = stable|xi,α) (3.10)

We use this to predict the grasp stability, p(yn+1 = stable|xn, α), for each α ∈ A
and pick the action αbest that predicts the best outcome:

αbest = argmax
α

p(yn+1 = stable|xn, α) = argmax
α

1
m

m∑
i=1

p(yn+1 = stable|xi,α)

(3.11)
αbest is executed on the robot if it is predicted to give a higher probability of

success than the current grasp, otherwise the grasp adaption method stops. Every
time a new action has been carried out the grasp stability is reestimated and if
the current grasp is predicted to still be unstable the grasp adaption process starts
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over to find a new action to apply. The process stops when the current grasp is
predicted to be successful or when the best available action αbest is predicted to
decrease the grasp stability.

Predicting tactile sensor data

Here I will show how we calculated the probability density function fXn+1(xn+1),
which defines the predicted tactile and proprioceptive response related to an action
α. Since our actions consist of pure translations between the hand and the object,
we can utilize some heuristics. We assume that the resulting force readings on the
tactile pads will be similar to the current readings, but translated across the tactile
pads according to the movement of the hand.

To model the uncertainty of these predictions we use a gaussian probability
distribution to represent the predicted pressure for each texel (cell in the tactile
array) tj . The probability density function for each texel is given by

f(tj) = 1
σj
√

2π
exp

{
− (tj − µj)2

2σ2
j

}
(3.12)

where µj is the expected value and σj is the variance for the texel. The expected
value µj is obtained by assuming a simple translation according to the hand move-
ment. For the texels that after the translation will be facing an area previously
unexplored by the tactile pads, we instead use the values from the closest previ-
ously explored area as our estimation. To take the larger uncertainty here into
account we use a larger variance σj , to represent the pressure on these texels. An
example of the expected values µj of an action is shown in figure 3.4.

The predicted proprioceptive values, `j are also represented with gaussian proba-
bility distributions, but here the current joint values are always used as the expected
values µ`j and the variance is always the same σ`.

Xn+1 has the multivariate gaussian distribution created by combining the dis-
tributions for both all the individual texels tj and all joint values `j . This way the
probability density function for Xn+1 is given by

fXn+1(xn+1) = 1√
(2π)d|Σ|

exp

{
− (xn+1 − µ)TΣ−1(xn+1 − µ)

2

}
(3.13)

where xn+1 is a vector with all tj and all `j , d is the dimensionality of x, µ a vector
with all µj and all µ`j , Σ is the covariance matrix and |Σ| is the determinant of
Σ. The covariance matrix is a diagonal matrix with all values of σj and σ` on the
diagonal.

3.4 Tactile and Proprioceptive Data

Our experimental platform is using the 3-fingered Adaptive Gripper from Robotiq
equipped with tactile sensors. The data we use in our model is acquired from the
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Figure 3.4: The top row shows an example of a tactile sensor pad over a gray
object and the corresponding tactile sensor readings from the pad. The bottom
row illustrates a potential translation to the right and the corresponding expected
values for the tactile sensor pad that our algorithm predicts.

tactile sensors and finger encoders after the gripper has closed its fingers around an
object. We have used two different sets of tactile sensors for our stability estima-
tion method: Robotiq’s tactile sensors and the TakkTile Kit for Robotiq Adaptive
Gripper from TakkTile. The two sets of sensors have been used separately, with
different treatments of the tactile data and separate data sets. The grasp adaption
method has only been used with the TakkTile Kit.

A grasp xi in Eq. 3.1 can be parametrized by

xi = (Li, Ti), (3.14)

where Li denotes the vector of joint values of grasp i, and Ti denotes a vector of
tactile values. In the text below, Li is referred to as a joint feature, and Ti is
referred to as a tactile feature. The vector xi is referred to as grasp feature. The
tactile features have been extracted differently depending on which set of tactile
sensors was used.
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Grasp features are normalized to zero mean and unit variance prior to learning.
The kernel K modeling the similarity between two grasp features is implemented
with an isotropic Gaussian of variance σ, optimized via cross-validation.

Joint feature
The Robotiq gripper has ten degrees of freedom. However, we can only control
(and measure) one degree of freedom for each finger, plus the lateral tilt of the two
side-by-side fingers. The encoder in each finger measures how far the finger has
closed. The fingers are however designed to mechanically comply with the shape of
the enclosed object. As a result, we cannot directly compute the configuration of
the hand. Nevertheless, the information provided by the finger encoders is useful
and can help disambiguating grasp stability. The lateral tilt of the two side-by-side
fingers were never changed and thus our joint feature consists of only the three
other values measured by the gripper.

Robotiq’s tactile sensors
Robotiq’s tactile sensors consist of ten sensor pads, three on each finger and one in
the palm of the hand. In our work we have only used the six sensors located on the
inside of distal and intermediate finger links (see figure 2.5). Each of these tactile
sensor pads gives 8 or 9 spatially distributed pressure measurements. A schematic
view of the sensors is shown in figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Schematic view of Robotiq’s tactile sensors. The darkness of each cell
is proportional to the pressure sensed by that cell. The figure shows the distal and
intermediate pads only. To understand their arrangement, one can imaging looking
at the fully open hand along an optical axis that is normal to the palm. In other
words, the top and bottom arrays show the distal pads, and the middle arrays show
the intermediate pads.

Classifying grasps based on these raw tactile data would be a difficult task
given their high dimensionality. Instead, we consider our tactile pads to be two-
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dimensional images and we apply ideas from image processing. We represent each
pad using image moments, as suggested in (50; 51). The general parametrization
of image moments for one tactile pad f is given by

mp,q =
∑
i

∑
j

ipjqf(i, j) (3.15)

where p and q represent the order of the moment, and i and j are the horizontal and
vertical indices of tactile cells. We compute moments up to order one, (p+q) ∈ {0, 1}
for the fingertips and only the basic moment given by p, q = 0 for the other pads.
The basic moment p, q = 0 corresponds to the total pressure measured by a pad,
and moments of order 1 correspond to the coordinate of the center of the contact
between a pad and the object. The image moments of the six tactile pads yield
a total of 12 values characterizing the contacts between the hand and the object.
These 12 values form the tactile feature from Robotics tactile sensors.

The TakkTile Kit
The TakkTile Kit consists of only three sensors, which are fixed on the inside of the
distal finger links. Each sensor gives 6 spatially distributed pressure measurements,
The layout is shown in figure 3.6.

Since these tactile sensors in total only provide 18 dimensional measurements, no
dimensionality reducing techniques were applied to them. Instead these 18 values
directly form the tactile feature from TakkTile’s sensors.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter I have presented our stability estimation method and our grasp adap-
tion method. Our stability estimation method predicts the probability of success
of grasps, based on tactile and proprioceptive sensor measurements, conditioned
on the shape of the object near the grasping location. The grasp adaption method
finds and applies grasp corrections, by predicting tactile data in the region around
the current grasp. In the next chapter I will explain our experiments and present
our results. Then some conclusions and ideas for future work will be discussed in
chapter 5.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic view of the Robotiq three-finger gripper equipped with the
tactile sensors from TakkTile. The darkness of each cell is proportional to the
pressure sensed by that cell.



Chapter 4

Experiments

We have evaluated our methods on a robotic platform consisting of the robotic arm
UR5 from Universal Robots, The 3-finger adaptive robot gripper from Robotiq, a
Kinect sensor and the tactile sensors from Robotiq or the TakkTile Kit for Robotiq
Adaptive Gripper from Takktile. Our setup is shown in figure 4.1. We limited
our experiments to pinch grasps because the Robotiq hand’s ability to apply power
grasps was beyond our expectations and it proved difficult to gather a significant
number of failed power grasps.

We have evaluated our stability estimation method on two different data sets

Figure 4.1: Our setup.

29
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Figure 4.2: The set of objects used for evaluation of our grasp stability estimation
method.

from different tactile sensors. The details of these experiments and their results are
presented in section 4.1. A experiment on the grasp adaption method is presented
in section 4.2. We summarize our results and present some conclusions in chapter
5.

4.1 Stability estimation experiments

Experimental setup
In this section, we evaluate the applicability of our grasp stability predictor. We
first compute the success rate of the shape-aware tactile model discussed above.
We then plot and discuss the distribution of successful and unsuccessful grasps in
grasp feature space, and compare our classifier to a simpler classifier that does not
take prototype data into account.

We have collected a total of 384 grasps, 192 grasps for each set of tactile sensors.
We have used 3 different prototypes and for each set of tactile sensors we have
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Figure 4.3: Examples of successful and unsuccessful grasps, and tactile readings.
The first two grasps are successful, while the last two fail when the robot attempts
to lift the objects up. See Figure 2.5 for more details on the arrangement of tactile
pads.
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gathered exactly 32 stable grasps and 32 unstable grasps for each prototype. Grasps
were collected by repeatedly placing one of the objects of Figure 4.2 in front of the
robot, grasping the object via the part-based planner discussed above, and assessing
whether the grasp is stable. Stability was assessed by lifting the object with the
robot, and slightly pushing the object by hand to verify that it is firmly bound
to the gripper. Before lifting up the object, joint and tactile information were
recovered and stored along with the ID of the prototype used to plan the grasp.

Figure 4.3 shows examples of successful and unsuccessful grasps along with
tactile readings.

Let us denote by sall the set of all 192 grasps recorded with one set of the sensors
discussed above, and by s1, s2, and s3 the three subsets of sall that contain grasps
collected with prototype 1, 2, and 3, respectively. A KLR classifier was trained
on each dataset, yielding classifiers C1 (from s1), C2 (from s2), C3 (from s3), and
Cno shape (from sall). As explained above, C1, C2 and C3 form our shape-aware
model C (see Eq. 3.4). Cno shape is a classifier that differs from C by ignoring
shape information – it was trained on all grasps, using tactile and joint data, but
not the prototype IDs. Classifiers were trained using cross validation, optimizing
the parameter c of Eq. 3.3 and the variance of the grasp kernel. The cross validation
used all samples belonging to one object as test set and all other samples as training
set.

Results
In figure 4.4 we illustrate the success rates of the different classifiers with both
Robotiq’s tactile sensors and the TakkTile Kit.

The green dashed and red solid lines plot the success rates of C and Cno shape as
functions of the number of dimensions of the input grasp features made available
to the classifiers.

As explained in section 3.4, a grasp feature contains 15 elements for Robotiq’s
tactile sensors and 21 elements for the TakkTile Kit. Figure 4.4 shows the success
rate of classifiers trained using subsets of the elements of the grasp features. We
started with all the dimensions of the features and then we removed the dimen-
sions one by one in order of importance, with the dimension least important for
classification being removed first. The overall shapes of the curves shown in the
figure indicate that several dimensions of the grasp features can be removed with-
out decreasing performance on discriminating between successful and unsuccessful
grasps.

Figure 4.4 shows that, using an optimal number of features, our method manages
to correctly classify 89% of the grasps with Robotiq’s tactile sensors and 90% with
the TakkTile Kit. This can be compared to the performance of Cno shape, which
achieves a correct classification rate of 83% with Robotiq’s tactile sensors and 84%
with the TakkTile Kit.

In figure 4.5 we visualize all the grasp features by projecting them to a 2D space
via multidimensional scaling. In effect, the 2D Euclidean distance between two
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Figure 4.4: Classification rates as a function of the number of dimensions of features
made available to the classifier. The upper figure shows the rates achieved with
the Robotiqs tactile sensors and the lower figure shows the rates achieved with
Takktile kit. The thick lines show the average success rates for a classifier or
group of classifiers. The thin lines show one standard deviation when computing
this statistic is possible. The green dashed lines show the shape-aware classifiers.
The red solid lines shows the classifiers that do not take shape information into
account. The black dash-dot lines show the results of classifiers that are tested on
grasp examples collected with a different prototypes than the one that classifier is
trained with.
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Figure 4.5: Plots of all grasp features projected to a 2D plane via MDS. The top
row shows the data gathered with the Robotiq tactile sensors and the bottom row
shows the data gathered with the Takktile kit. The three columns respectively
correspond to grasps planned with prototype 1, 2 and 3. All three plots from the
same set of sensors use the exact same 2D projection to allow comparison between
the distribution for different prototypes. Green circles correspond to successful
grasps and red triangles to failed grasps.

points in the plots of figure 4.5 is an approximation of the actual Euclidean distance
between the two corresponding grasp features in feature space. For clarity, the
features from each set of sensors are shown on three separate plots that correspond
to the three prototypes. Despite the low dimensionality it represents, figure 4.5
can bring insight on several aspects of the data. The difference in distribution
between successful and unsuccessful grasps is clear, but often small with a large
overlap. The large overlaps make it hard to separate the regions for successful and
unsuccessful grasps. This highlights the fact that two dimensions are often not
enough to successfully distinguish between successful and unsuccessful grasps.

Similarly it can be seen that grasp features emerging from different prototypes
follow overlapping but slightly different distributions. Just as with the distributions
for successful and unsuccessful grasps this indicates distinctly different distributions
although two dimensions are not enough to make this obvious.

These observations tend to indicate that while KLR is powerful enough to dis-
criminate between successful and unsuccessful grasps when all three prototypes are
mixed together, conditioning on shape has the potential of both slightly improving
the correct classification rate and easing the burden of the classifier.

To further investigate the effect of utilizing our notion of shape we compared
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the performance of our different shape-aware classifiers on the different datasets
si. These results are seen by comparing the green dashed line and the black dash-
dot line of figure 4.4. This shows the difference in performance of a classifier Ci
compared to the other classifiers Cj , j 6= i tested on si. This black dash-dot line
has been computed by averaging the success rates of classifiers that were trained
on grasp examples collected with a different prototype than the one the classifier
was tested with. In other words, the rightmost point of the black dash-dot line
corresponds to the average of the success rate of C1 tested on s2 and s3, C2 tested
on s1 and s3, and C3 tested on s1 and s2, using all dimensions of grasp features.
The rates obtained in this way are substantially lower than those provided by C or
Cno shape. This means that a classifier learned, for instance, from s1, will misclassify
some grasps of s2 that would be correctly classified by C2.

Ambiguous samples
After some additional analysis of the data we have grouped our samples into three
categories, trivial, ambiguous and hard samples. This grouping is based on the
performance of different classifiers on each sample. Here we have considered all
classifiers with a feature space with between 4 and 12 dimensions for the tactile
sensors from Robotics or between 4 and 19 dimensions for the Takktile kit. This
includes the general classifier Cno shape and all the shape-aware classifiers Ci, even
those not intended for the current sample. This makes the set for the Robotics
tactile sensors contain 36 classifiers and the set for the Takktile kit contain 64
classifiers. A sample is considered trivial if all of the classifiers in the set are able
to correctly classify the sample. This could for example be samples were the thumb
failed to establish contact with the object. Hard samples are the cases that no
classifier could classify correctly. For example, samples where heavy objects were
grasped far from their center of mass. The ambiguous samples are all samples that
are neither trivial nor hard, this implies that at least one classifier misclassified the
samples and at least one classifier classified it correctly.

The Robotics tactile sensors data set contained 74 trivial samples, 7 hard sam-
ples and 111 ambiguous samples and the data set gathered with the Takktile kit
contained 42 trivial samples, 2 hard samples and 148 ambiguous samples. The
distribution of trivial, ambiguous and hard samples is visualized in 2D space, via
multidimensional scaling, in figure 4.6.

The responses from all these classifier are completely homogeneous on the trivial
and hard samples, hence our notion of shape is completely irrelevant on these
samples. But on the ambiguous samples the performance varies significantly. The
classification rates computed on only the ambiguous samples are shown in figure
4.7.

We conclude that the samples can be split into two subsets. One subset where
the shape-aware classifiers perform better than the classifier that does not use shape
and one subset where the shape information is irrelevant.
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Figure 4.6: Plot of all data samples in a 2 dimensional space achieved by applying
multidimensional scaling. The figure at the top shows the data gathered with the
Robotiq tactile sensors and the figure at the bottom shows the data gathered with
the Takktile kit. Shape indicate which prototype the sample belongs to, the color
of the symbol indicate if the sample was a stable (blue) or unstable (black) grasp,
color or ring around symbol indicates if the sample was correctly classified by all
(green), some (yellow) or none (red) of the classifiers in the set.
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Figure 4.7: Classification rates on the ambiguous samples as a function of the
number of dimensions of features made available to the classifier. The upper figure
shows the rates achieved with the Robotiqs tactile sensors and the lower figure
shows the rates achieved with Takktile kit. The green lines show the shape-aware
classifiers. The red lines shows the classifier that does not take shape information
into account. The black lines show the results of classifiers that are tested on grasp
examples collected with a different prototypes than the one that classifier is trained
with.
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Figure 4.8: The set of objects used for evaluating our grasp adaption method. They
are all taken from the YCB object set (52).

4.2 Grasp adaption experiment

Experimental setup

Our grasp adaption method was only evaluated using the TakkTile Kit. We tested
our method on a total of 42 objects, shown in figure 4.8. All of the used objects
were taken from the YCB object set (52).

Next I will explain the test procedure we have used. First a test object was put
in front of the robot and a single 3D image was taken and passed to the planner
Then the grasp suggested by the planner was executed and after the fingers had
closed around the object the tactile sensors were read. The tactile data was passed
to our grasp stability method and if the estimated probability for grasp stability
was higher than 50% we lifted up the object to evaluate if the grasp was indeed
stable or not. If the estimated probability for grasp stability was lower than 50%
we applied our grasp adaption method. Once our grasp adaption method found a
grasp with an estimated probability for grasp stability higher than 50%, the object
was lifted up and the grasp stability was evaluated.

This procedure was also compared to the performance of the same procedure
without ever using our grasp adaption method. It was however impossible to use
exactly identical test cases for the two procedures, since it is impossible to return
to the exact same configuration again, after the object has been lifted to evaluate
the grasp stability. To create test cases as similar as possible without introducing
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systematic disturbances caused by evaluating the alternate procedure, we instead
used separate test cases for the two procedures. The two corresponding test cases
used the same object placed at, to the best of our ability, identical positions and with
identical orientations. However due to small variations in object placements, sensor
measurements, grasp execution and the stochastic behavior of the grasp planner,
the resulting grasps in the two cases were not exactly identical, but always very
similar. For the cases when the initial grasp was deemed stable the two procedures
are completely identical, since none of them would apply grasp adaptions in these
cases. Therefore there is no need to use two separate test cases in these situations,
since the only differences would be the differences introduced by the unwanted,
unavoidable variances described above. Since we have not used exactly identical
test cases the performance comparison presented below should be considered as a
strong indication rather than an absolute truth.

Results

Here we first present the results of the two procedures explained above, then we
take a closer look at the performance of the grasp adaption method. The procedure
that used our grasp adaption method achieved stable grasps on 88.1% of our test
cases and the corresponding rate for the procedure that did not consider grasp
corrections were 71.4%.

Out of the 42 objects in our test set, 24 objects had initial grasps that were
predicted to be stable and hence the robot did not apply our grasp adaption method,
making the two procedures identical on these test cases. When evaluated, 22 out
of these 24 grasps were stable and 2 were unstable. On another object object the
initial grasp failed to establish a lasting contact with the object, making our grasp
adaption method unable to find corrections and thus failing to achieve a stable
grasp.

On one of the remaining objects, the hand pushed over the object and thus
failed to establish an initial grasp on the object. The lack of contact with the
object made our grasp adaption method unable to find grasp corrections and thus
failing to achieve a stable grasp.

For the remaining 17 objects, contacts were established but the initial grasps
were predicted to be unstable, hence our grasp adaption method was utilized to
improve the grasps. In one of these cases the hand accidentally pushed over the
object when executing the first correction and thus the hand failed to re-establish
contact with the object, making the robot unable to get a stable grasp. In the 16
other test cases were the grasp adaption method was used, it found a grasp that
was predicted to be stable. Lifting up and evaluating stability showed that 15 out
of 16 of these grasps were stable in reality. This means that our grasp adaption
method achieved stable grasps on 15 of the 17 objects it was used on. This can
be compared to the corresponding test cases evaluated without using our grasp
adaption method, which had stable grasps on 8 of these 17 objects. This shows
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that the use of our grasp adaption method increases the probability of achieving
stable grasps. The results for the two procedures are shown in table 4.1.

With corrections Without corrections

Total:
Stable Unstable
37 (88.1%) 5 (11.9%)

Stable Unstable
30 (71.4%) 12 (28.6%)

When the initial grasp was predicted to be stable:

Stable Unstable
22 2

Stable Unstable
22 2

When the initial grasp was predicted to be unstable:

Stable Unstable
15 3

Stable Unstable
8 10

Table 4.1: Here we show results achieved with our without using our grasp adaption
method to apply corrections.

For the 17 cases that used the grasp adaption method, the average estimated grasp
stability was 26.7% for the initial grasps and 70.1% for the final grasps, this is
shown in figure 4.9.

The number of iterations needed by the grasp adaption method to find grasps
that were predicted to be stable is shown in figure 4.10. We can see that the robot
often finds a stable grasp after only one corrective action.

We can evaluate the performance of the method that predicts tactile sensor
data by looking at each iteration of the grasp adaption method separately. The
average estimated grasp stability for grasps before an action was executed, hereby
denoted a, is 29.4%. We now consider the grasps that result from executing the
chosen actions. For these grasps, the average stability predicted before an action
was executed, p(yn+1 = stable|xn, α), hereby denoted b1, is 62.8% and the average
stability estimated after an action has been executed, p(yn+1 = stable|xn+1), hereby
denoted b2, is 55.8%. The difference between b1 and b2, 7 percentage points,
is visualized in figure 4.11. Since our stability estimation method is applied in
the same way on both sensed and predicted tactile measurements, the difference
between b1 and b2 indicates the performance of our method that predicts tactile
sensor data. By comparing with a we can see that, on average, each iteration of the
grasp adaption method was predicted to increase the estimated grasp stability by
33.4 percentage points and in reality it increased by 26.4 percentage points. This
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Figure 4.9: The average estimated grasp stability for the initial grasps that applied
grasp adaption and for the final grasps achieved after application of our grasp
adaption method

indicates that prediction of tactile measurements are slightly off, but still good
enough to consistently guide the robot towards more stable grasps.

However, all grasps that were predicted to be stable by our stability estimation
method were not stable in reality. If we sum up the 24 initial grasps that were
predicted to be stable with the 16 grasps that were predicted to be stable after
corrections had been made, we can see that 3 out of 40 grasps that were predicted to
be stable did fail in practice. This marks the performance of our stability estimation
module. We did however put the threshold θ for predicting a grasp to be stable
at 50% probability of grasp stability. In fact, the average estimated probability of
grasp success for these 40 grasps were 81.1%, which suggests that 7.5 out of these
40 grasps should have failed. This indicates that our stability estimation method
in general underestimates the grasp stability slightly.
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Figure 4.10: Number of iterations needed by our grasp adaption scheme to find a
grasp that is estimated to be stable.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter I have presented our experiments. I explained how our stability
estimation method were evaluated and showed its performance on two different
datasets. The performance was compared to the performance of our benchmark
method, which does not consider shape information. I also provided an extended
analysis of the impact of our usage of shape information.

Thereafter I demonstrated our grasp adaption method. Both results about the
accuracy of our tactile prediction method and results about the total performance
of grasp adaption method were shown.

In the next chapter I will summarize this thesis, present some conclusions and
provide suggestions for future work.
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Figure 4.11: Here a is the average estimated grasp stability of the current grasp
before a correction is applied, b1 is the average grasp stability of the resulting grasp
as predicted before applying a correction and b2 is the average grasp stability of
the resulting grasp as estimated after executing a correction.





Chapter 5

Summary and conclusions

I have given an introduction to the field of robotic grasping and the role of tactile
sensing. Then a short review of research using tactile sensing for robotic grasp was
presented. I proceeded by presenting two methods that we have developed, one for
estimating the stability of grasps planned onto novel objects and one that adapts
grasps to find stable grasps.

In section 5.1 I summarize our methods and results. Then I answer our main
questions and present some conclusions in section 5.2. Lastly I present some ideas
for future research paths in section 5.3.

5.1 Summary

I have presented a method for estimating grasp stability on novel objects based on
tactile and proprioceptive sensor data. Our method uses kernel logistic regression
to learn a mapping from sensor data to grasp stability. Our method improves clas-
sification by utilizing information about the approximate shape of the object near
the grasping point, through the use of shape prototypes provided by the planner.

Our experimental results support our stability estimation method by achieving
a correct classification rate of 89% and 90% respectively, when applied with two
different sets of tactile sensors. We compared our method to a method that does
not take shape information into account and showed that our shape-aware method
slightly outperforms the latter, which achieved a correct classification rate of 83%
and 84% respectively. We have also shown that the distribution of tactile and
proprioceptive data is dependent on our approximate notion of shape and that
predicting the outcome of a grasp planned with one prototype is difficult to do
based on the information gathered with a different prototype.

I also presented a method that adapts grasps to finds stable grasps on novel
objects. The grasp adaption method is based on our stability estimation method
and it applies grasp corrections iteratively until a stable grasp is found. In each it-
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eration the algorithm predicts the outcome of different actions by simulating tactile
data in the vicinity of the current grasp.

Our experimental results validate the applicability of our method, by showing
that our grasp adaption method significantly increases the grasp stability on novel
objects. Our system achieved successful grasps on 88.1% of our test cases and when
activated our grasp adaption method increased the estimated grasp stability by, on
average, 43.4 percentage points.

5.2 Conclusions

The first of the two main questions investigated in this thesis was the following:

• Can we, when using tactile and proprioceptive data to predict if a
grasp on a novel object is successful, use some notion of shape for
the grasped object to improve the prediction?

Our results showed a small improvement in classification rate when shape infor-
mation was used. We have shown that the reason the difference in performance
between C and Cno shape is small is not because shape is not important for classi-
fication. The difference between C and Cno shape is small because both classifiers
have access to the data corresponding to similar shapes, which is the most impor-
tant data, and the addition of the rest of the data is of limited importance. The
importance of shape was further indicated by showing that the performance of clas-
sifiers trained with the wrong shape prototype was significantly lower. We conclude
that shape information is important for grasp stability estimation.

The second question we investigated was:

• Can grasp adaptations that yield successful grasps for novel objects
be found based on tactile and proprioceptive data?

We have shown that our grasp adaption method improves the grasp in most of
our test cases. The grasp adaption method relies on an algorithm that predicts the
future tactile response in the vicinity of the current grasp. We have shown that this
algorithm successfully identifies regions with better grasp stability, although it is
not very accurate in predicting exactly how much the grasp stability will increase.
We conclude that although the grasp adaption method has limited accuracy when
predicting new tactile sensor data, the predictions are accurate enough to guide the
robot towards grasps with a marked increase in grasp stability.

5.3 Future work

Here I will suggest some areas for further research, but first I will summarize the
reasons for failure and possible remedies for the five objects on which our grasp
adaption method was not able to find successful grasps. One grasp failed because
the initial grasp missed the object, this can be avoided by using visual feedback
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during grasp execution. One grasp failed due to accidentally perturbing the object
when executing a correction, this can possibly be avoided by using either visual
or tactical feedback during grasp execution. The last three grasps failed due to
misclassification by the stability estimation method. One way to reduce the amount
of grasps wrongly predicted to be stable can be to increase the threshold θ to allow
fewer grasps to be classified as stable by the stability estimation module. This
corresponds to requiring the robot to be more certain about the grasp stability
before trying to lift up the object.

Future work could include experiments on a larger scale, to provide further
insight on the relevance of different types of tactile and shape features on grasp
stability. The grasp estimation could also be improved by incorporating vision or a
time series of tactile data. Another idea is to integrate vision to be able to recover
when contact is lost and to help guide grasp adaptations in a more global way.

The most intriguing research direction might be to investigate the effect of
using active tactile sensor feedback while the gripper is in motion, for example to
do contact servoing based on tactile sensors. One potential idea is to augment our
current work with a tactile exploration scheme. This can be extended by including
vision to get a better sense of the global properties of the object, such as the object’s
weight distribution. For example one might update and maintain an estimation of
the global object shape based on both visual and tactile data. It would also be
interesting to estimate the center of mass or object perturbations from a time
series of tactile measurements.
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